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1-Jane believes that her team members easily won the game because they are familiar with team work, ……….? (98) 

    1) aren't they   2) didn't they   3) didn't she   4) doesn't she  

2-It is a fact that all people are ready to try as hard as possible to become happy, ……….? (98) 

    1) don't they     2) isn't it  3) aren't they  4) doesn't it  
3- It is common knowledge that the Scottish wear kilts, ……….? (98) 

    1) are they not       2) don't they                             3) are they                4) isn't it  

4- As we become busier, many of us don't have the time to eat or exercise as often as we should, …...?  

    1) do we                 2) have us        3) shouldn't we        4) don't we 

5- Mr. Amiri is looking forward to seeing his daughter. Maryam's gone to Karbala, .............?  

    1) isn't she                   2) hasn't he                 3) doesn't she            4) hasn't she 

6-Zahra is a very quiet girl in our class. In fact, she never says a word, ………………? 

    1) isn’t she                     2) does she      3) doesn't she            4) did she 

7-The picture painted by the child was so fantastic that even great painters wondered if she ……….it 

without any help. (98)   1) had painted  2) was painted  3) have painted  4) would paint  

8- Wait a second! It…………long to check the brakes in your car. (98) 

    1) wasn't taken  2) won’t take    3) isn't taken    4) hadn't taken 

9-The long report which...........a few minutes ago, is about our recent trip. 

    1) typed               2) has typed                    3) was typed                    4) has been typed   

10-The bus drivers………….a rest, as they have just returned from a long trip. (98) 

    1) will need  2) must need     3) should be needed  4) who are going to need  

11-You, both attended the meeting.............you introduced to each other?  

    1) Have                     2) Did                 3) Were                    4) Been 

12-The fact that sick people in the hospital must.............carefully is an accepted moral all over the world. 

   1) look up    2) look after    3) be looked after    4) be looked up 

13-The baby.............born with a heart problem and weighed only one kilogram.  

   1) is                  2) was                    3) has                                4) will be 

14-Many accidents ……….. by careless driving last year about 1000 people were killed. 

   1) have caused        2) caused  3) have been caused 4) were caused 
15-A: "Could you meet me at the bus station on Wednesday? My bus ….at six."  B: "Sure. ……. there by six."  

   1) will arrive / I will be     2) is arrived / I am       3) will arrive / I am          4) will be arrived / I will be 

16-The interesting thing about our night in that hotel is that it……… when we stayed there.  

   1) was still built         2) was still being built          3) hasn't still built   4) has still been built  

17-Hurry up! This information should……. to Mary and her family as soon as possible. 

   1) be sent              2) be sending                       3) have sent                     4) being sent 

18- I should say that I haven't seen ………man than Peter in my whole life so far. (98) 

   1) as generous as a      2) a more generous       3) the most generous             4) the most generous of  

19-After breaking his leg in the skiing accident, ……to cut short his vacation and go back home. (98) 

   1) forced   2) he forced  3) that forced  4) he was forced  

20-The boss would get mad if you leave early again, so ……..ask for his permission first. (98) 

   l ) you should   2) you might  3) would you  4) you are going to  

21- Eating correctly and exercising every day are both needed to help……..  wellness in people, 

young and old alike. (98)   1) regard  2) spare 3) boost 4) deserve 

22-………., I have no idea where I would like to vacation this summer. (98) 

   l) I am honest  2) Be honest  3) To be honest  4) Honest I am  

23- I am more on the side of people who……….. health above money; I believe health and 

happiness have a direct relationship. (98) 

   l) hang  2) leave  3) value  4) identify  

24- Parents often forget how important it is to talk to a child, and I think that lack of communication 

between these two………makes understanding more difficult. (98) 

   1) customs  2) diversities  3) combinations  4) generations  
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25-The electricity they………..is not enough to meet their country's needs. (98) 
   1) achieve                        2) collect                      3) require              4) generate 

26-All that we children can do is ----the mistakes of our parents; after all, no human being is perfect.  

    1) respect                         2) forgive                                   3) suppose                          4) exchange  

27- We do not always remember that it is a great -- when everyone in our family feels all right. We 

should appreciate this.  1) amazement          2) identity         3) heritage       4) blessing  

28-Since our grandfather..........., all the members of the family have to speak louder.  

    1) learns by heart      2) is hard of hearing                    3) bursts into tears                    4) meets the needs  

29-Dr. Hassabi is regarded as a dedicated Iranian scientist and a...........university professor.  

    1) comprehensible                2) distinguished                    3) monolingual                    4) commemorate 

30-The most valuable thing in the exhibition was the.............written by General Abbas Babaei during the 

war.  1) dairy      2) diary       3) member      4) brain 

31-The officer interviewed the media and said "the driver should take the.............of the accident".  

    1) identity  2) inspiration  3) variety  4) responsibility  

The Run For it Foundation (32) ---------by Albert and Grace Donner in memory of their son Felix, a victim of 

brain cancer who passed away in 1985 at the age of 11. Begun in 1987, the foundation's Fun Run has (33) -------

-- increased in size from almost 50 runners to just over 800 as of last year. Every year the foundation holds 

ceremonies (34) ---------. The first ceremony brought in about S50,000 for cancer research. This year organizers 

hope to raise even more money! As the ceremony (35) --------- by volunteers and supported by community 

donations, every penny raised goes directly to Children's Hospital in support of cancer research and efforts to 

(36) ---------the lives of children with cancer.  

32- l) that founded  2) it founded  3) was founded  4) founded  

33- 1) widely  2) patiently  3) helpfully  4) gradually  

34- 1) to collect money from charitable people       2)for money from charitable people collect  

      3)which collects from charitable people money  4) that from them charitable people were collected money  

35- 1) organizes              2) is organized           3) has organized         4) which is organized  

36-1) cure                       2) identify                    3) arrange              4) improve 

All countries that send objects into space find themselves face to face with a serious problem: space junk 

The "junk" includes parts of rockets, unwanted remaining parts from launches, dead satellites, and other 

manufactured items that simply stay there in space with no use at all. There may well be half a million 

pieces of dangerous waste in orbit. As you might expect, countries around the world are worried. Many are 

working on solutions to destroy the detritus.  

Japan's space agency has built an electromagnetic tether. This giant steel and aluminum net, nearly half a 

mile wide, would orbit in space and attract metallic pieces as it travels. Once full of waste, the net would 

fall back into the Earth's atmosphere. The gathered pieces would bum upon re-entry. If this net idea works, 

Japan plans to build a much larger one. 

A Swiss company proposes a different answer. Tt is developing a spacecraft that would act as a huge 

device to collect harmful debris. Like the Japanese net, the Swiss device would fall back into Earth 's 

atmosphere, destroying its contents in the process. 

37- What is the subject of the passage?    1) A new type of waste  2) Useless solutions to a difficulty  

 3) Difficulty for future space missions                4) Ways to send objects into space 

38- Which of the following has been described in the passage?  

 1) launches (paragraph 1)                                         2) orbit (paragraph 1)  

 3) electromagnetic tether (paragraph 2)                   4) re-entry (paragraph 2)  

39- The device made by Japan's space agency and that made by a Swiss company are similar in all of the 

following features EXCEPT that they.  

     1) collect waste in space       2) look very much alike  

     3) serve the same purpose            4) are designed to make waste burn on their return to Earth  

40- What does the word "one" in paragraph 2 refer to?  

    1) net                      2) idea                                 3) piece                         4) re-entry 
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